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This can be regarded as a very popular question among a lot of YouTube users these
days. As we all know, YouTube can be regarded as a favorite video viewing site and p

eople love watching videos on it. Currently, YouTube has come up with the feature w

here it allows the users to save a video for offline viewing. But the application, peggo

app for iphone can be used when we just need the audio of a particular video. For s

uch requirements, no options are available on the YouTube platform and during such
scenarios the peggo app comes to our rescue. Here, we will be discussing the vital as

pects of this app in detail. So, without further delay, let’s get into our discussion of th

is important topic.

Peggo App- An overview

Most of us know about this famous application. For those who don’t know, it is an ap

plication which allows the users to convert the YouTube videos into soundtracks in M

P3 format conveniently. A beneficial feature of this application is that no matter whic
h device you have, it is fully compatible with all of them. In addition to that, the pegg

o APK download process is extremely simple. Hence, it is appropriate to say that this

application will surely become your go-to app whenever you want a particular audio

from any YouTube video. It is undoubtedly one of the best YouTube to Mp3 converte

rs.

Vital features

In the previous section, we have discussed the peggo app for iphone. Here, we will b
e looking at the vital features of this application. It will help the users to get a clear id

ea regarding this application.

As we have already stated, the most important feature of this app is that it lets us rec

ord sound in MP3 format. Now, the clarity of the track will depend upon the source o
f the music. But we can easily find a good quality source and record it for high qualit

y audio.
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Another essential feature of this application is that the quality of audio can be select

ed as per our needs ranging from 144p – 1080p.

In this application, we can select the desired portions to convert into audio.

This application also helps us to fine-tune the volume of the recorded music without

any hassles.

The peggo application also allows the user to retain the data which has information li

ke the artist’s name, album name, etc.

The most important feature of this application is that it doesn’t have any kind of adv

ertisements which will act as intrusions while using the app.

How to use peggo app for iphone

The process of using the peggo application can be regarded as very easy. Thus, if yo
u are an iPhone user and want to use the peggo application on your device, then ple

ase follow the steps given below.

First of all, you have to go to your phone browser and get to the official website (Peg

go.tv) where you can record the desired audio.

Thereafter, you have to open another tab in your phone browser, then copy the URL

of the video which is playing.

Then you have to come back to the previous tab and paste the copied video URL ont
o the Peggo app.

After that, the Peggo app will convert the video into audio format if you need. Then y

ou can easily download it conveniently to your iPhone or iPad.

Conclusion

Thus, from our discussion of the topic, it can be concluded that the peggo app for ip
hone is indeed very beneficial for the users. The features provided by this application

are excellent. Here, we have discussed this application in brief. In addition to that, we

have looked at the important features of this application. Lastly, we have given a brie

f guideline regarding how to use this application in the case of iPhone users. Thus, th

is discussion can be regarded as very informative for all the users.
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